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Abstract
We provide a unified treatment of electric-magnetic duality, at the action level and with manifest Lorentz invariance, for massive,
massless as well as partially-massless gravitons propagating in maximally symmetric spacetimes of any dimension n > 3 . For
massive and massless fields, we complete previous analyses that use parent-action techniques by giving dual descriptions that
enable direct counting of physical degrees of freedom in the flat and massless limit. The same treatment is extended to the partially-
massless case, where the duality has been previously discussed in covariant form only at the level of the equations of motion. The
nature of the dual graviton is therefore clarified for all values of the mass and of the cosmological constant.
1. Introduction
In this note, we complete and extend previous analyses on
dual formulations of massive and (partially) massless spin-2
theories in (A)dS backgrounds of arbitrary dimension n > 3 .
We resort to the parent-action technique employed in the pa-
pers [1–10] in order to derive equivalent, dual actions in the
sense of Fradkin and Tseytlin [11]. In brief, in this framework
one obtains two equivalent second-order actions — whose field
equations are related by electric-magnetic duality — by elim-
inating different sets of fields from a common “parent” first-
order action. In (A)dSn these techniques have been employed
for massless andmassive gravitons, while the partially-massless
case has been discussed recently only in n = 3 [12]. The same
setup has also been used in the context of Horˇava-Lifshitz grav-
ity [13].
For all values of the mass and of the cosmological constant,
we furnish dual formulations at the action level and in a mani-
festly Lorentz-invariant way. The dual actions that we built are
such that the flat and massless limits are smooth, thereby mak-
ing the identification of the physical degrees of freedom and
of the helicities straightforward. In the partially-massless case
[14], we obtain for the first time a dual, manifestly covariant
action principle featuring a mixed-symmetry gauge field.
At the level of the field equations, (self-)duality symme-
try, often named pseudo (self-)duality, has been studied in flat
spacetime for linearised gravity in [15, 16]; see also [17]. In
(A)dS4 , pseudo-duality symmetry for partially massless spin-2
fields was studied in [18, 19]. These are first steps towards the
establishment of an equivalence between theories, for which an
off-shell duality relation is necessary. In flat spacetime, the du-
ality between the massless Fierz-Pauli action and the Curtright
action [20, 21] was proven in the series of works [2–4].
The action principles that we present feature both the origi-
nal spin-2 field and its dual, in a manifestly Lorentz-invariant
fashion. On the other hand, the pair of dual fields does not
enter the action in a duality-symmetric way. For such a demo-
cratic appearance of electric and magnetic fields inside the ac-
tion, the price to pay is the loss of manifest spacetime co-
variance, as explained for massless spin-2 and higher-spin the-
ories around flat spacetime in the papers [22–24] and refer-
ences therein. In the same, non manifestly Lorentz-covariant
framework, a double-potential formulation of linearised grav-
ity around (A)dSn spacetime was studied in [25, 26] for n = 4
and in [27] for n > 4 . As for what concerns partially-massless
fields of maximal depth, the paper [28] provides an off-shell for-
mulation exhibiting a nearly manifest electric-magnetic dual-
ity symmetry. Interestingly enough, manifest duality-invariant
formulations of linearised gravity, in the presence of sources,
have been given in [29] and in an alternative way in [30]; in the
partially-massless case, see also [31]. Finally, the integrability
properties of duality-symmetric systems were studied in [32].
In more details, the unified treatment of spin-2 duality pre-
sented in this note leads to the following results:
• In the case of a massless graviton in (A)dS, we complete
the programme sketched in [10] by linking the dual action
obtained therein to its Stueckelberg formulation admitting
a smooth flat limit;
• For partially massless spin-2 field in (A)dS, we obtain a
dual description at the action level, thereby elevating the
duality from a pseudo to a genuine off-shell duality;
• In the massive case in (A)dS, we clarify the flat limit of the
dual model presented in [6] in that we have Stueckelberg
gauge fields representing the dual spin-2, spin-1 and scalar
sectors. Therefore, our actions admit a smooth flat limit in
both electric and magnetic formulations.
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In sections 2 and 3 we recall the main features of the first-
order description of massive spin-two fields, that we use as a
parent action. Section 4 collects our original results on dual
formulations for spin-2 fields in (A)dS.
2. The parent action
We consider as parent action the first-order Stueckelberg ac-
tion describing, for generic values of the parameters, the propa-
gation of a massive spin-2 field in a constant curvature back-
ground [33]. It is obtained by coupling the free actions for
massless fields of spin two, one and zero. It thus comprises
the kinetic terms for these fields,1
L(2) = − ǫabcp[n−3]
2(n − 3)!
(
ωab∇hc + 1
n − 2 ω
a
qω
qbe¯c
)
Hp[n−3] , (1)
L(1) = ǫabc[n−2]
2(n − 2)! F
ab
(
∇A − 1
4
Fkl e¯
ke¯l
)
Hc[n−2] , (2)
L(0) = ǫab[n−1]
(n − 1)! π
a
(
∇ϕ − 1
2
πk e¯
k
)
Hb[n−1] , (3)
together with cross couplings and mass terms:
Lcross =
ǫabc[n−2]
(n − 1)!
(
(n − 1)mωabA + mFad hd e¯b + µ πaA e¯b
− (n − 2)µ
2
4
hahb − m µϕ hae¯b − m
2
n − 2 ϕ
2 e¯ae¯b
)
Hc[n−2] .
(4)
The full action is the integral of L = ∑2s=0L(s) +Lcross and it is
invariant under the gauge symmetries
δha = ∇ξa − Λabe¯b +
2m
n − 2 ǫ e¯
a , (5a)
δωab = ∇Λab + µ
2
n − 1 e¯
[aξb] , (5b)
and
δA = ∇ǫ − m ξae¯a , δFab = 2mΛab , (6)
δϕ = − µ ǫ , δπa = −m µ ξa . (7)
For later convenience, we introduced the constants m and µ,
even if the action actually depends only on a single mass pa-
rameter (besides the (A)dS radius). Gauge invariance requires
µ2 =
2(n − 1)
n − 2
(
2m2 + σ(n − 2)λ2
)
. (8)
1We denote the background vielbein by e¯a , while ∇ is the Lorentz-covariant
derivative on (A)dSn. In our conventions, it satisfies ∇2Vc = −σλ2 e¯c ∧ e¯b Vb,
so that σ = 1 in AdSn and σ = −1 in dSn. We define the Levi-Civita sym-
bol ǫa1···an such that ǫ01···n−1 = −1 and we adopt the mostly-plus convention
for the metric. In the following we omit wedge products and we substitute
groups of antisymmetrised indices with a label denoting the total number of
indices. For instance, we introduce the k-form Ha[k] ≡ Ha1 ···ak = e¯ a1 · · · e¯ ak .
Indices enclosed between square brackets are antisymmetrised, and dividing by
the number of terms involved is understood (strength-one convention). Finally,
repeated indices also denote an antisymmetrisation, e.g., AaBa ≡ A[a1Ba2].
When m = 0 the fields of spin one and zero decouple from
the spin-two sector and one recovers the usual first-order formu-
lation of linearised gravity in (A)dS. At µ = 0, the sole scalar
sector decouples and one obtains a first-order description of a
partially-massless graviton, propagating helicities two and one
in the flat limit. The first-order description for the spin-s totally
symmetric partially-massless cases of all depths was given in
[34]. With the manifestly unitary conventions used in (1)–(3),
one can set µ to zero by tuning the mass m ∈ R only in dS
(σ = −1). In section 4.2 we shall show that partially-massless
fields in AdS can be described in this formalism at the price of
flipping the sign of the spin-one kinetic term, which makes their
lack of unitarity manifest.
Eq. (1) can be expressed in terms of the field [2]
Ybc|a = ωa|bc + gabωd|cd − gacωd|bd , (9)
which is antisymmetric in its first two indices and transforms as
δYbc|a = ∇aΛbc + 2 e¯a[b∇dΛc]d − (n − 2)µ
2
n − 1 e¯a
[bξc] . (10)
The spin-2 kinetic term can then be cast in the form (from now
on we will omit the integration measure dnx
√−g brought by
e¯a1 · · · e¯an = det(e¯)ǫa1···andnx)
L(2) = ∇bhc|aYbc|a − 1
2
(
Ybc|aYab|c +
1
n − 2 Y
ab|
bYac|c
)
, (11)
while the cross couplings and mass terms read
Lcross = − 2m
n − 2 Y
ab|
bAa − mFabha|b − µ πaAa
− (n − 2)µ
2
4(n − 1)
(
ha|bhb|a − h2
)
+ m µ h ϕ +
nm2
n − 2 ϕ
2 ,
(12)
where h = ha|a denotes the trace of the linearised vielbein.
As recalled in section 3, eliminating the auxiliary fields Ybc|a,
Fab and πa from the parent actionL one obtains a second-order
description of a massive spin-2 field in terms of the linearised
metric and the fields Aµ and ϕ, which reduces to the Fierz-Pauli
action for m = 0. In section 4 we will instead show how elim-
inating the fields ha|b, Aa and ϕ leads to its dual description,
involving mixed-symmetry fields for generic values of n.
3. Electric reduction
The equations of motion for Ybc|a, Fab and πa arising from
L[h, Y, A, F, ϕ, π] allow to solve for them algebraically. E.g.
Yab|c = ∇ch[a|b] − ∇ah(b|c) + ∇bh(a|c)
+ 2gc[a
(
∇dhb]|d − ∇b]h + 2mAb]
)
.
(13)
By plugging this and the similar expressions for Fab and πa
into the parent LagrangianL , the latter reduces, modulo a total
derivative, to the second-order Stueckelberg Lagrangian for a
2
symmetric spin-2 field [35, 36]:
L[h, A, ϕ] = − 1
2
∇ah(b|c)∇ah(b|c) + ∇ah(b|c)∇ch(b|a)
+
1
2
∇ah∇ah − ∇ah∇bh(a|b) − (n−1)σλ
2
2
(
2h(a|b)h(a|b) − h2
)
− ∇[aAb]∇[aAb] − (n − 1)σλ2AaAa − 12 ∇aϕ∇aϕ
− 2mAa
(
∇ah − ∇bh(a|b)
)
+ µϕ∇aAa
− m2
(
h(a|b)h(a|b) − h2
)
+
nm2
n−2 ϕ
2
+ m µ h ϕ .
(14)
The resulting action is invariant under the gauge transforma-
tions (5a) for h(a|b), to be identified with the linearised metric,
together with (6) and (7) for the Stueckelberg fields Aa and ϕ .
The antisymmetric part of the vielbein, h[a|b] , enters the reduced
Lagrangian only through a total derivative, consistently with the
shift symmetry it enjoys under Lorentz transformations.
The first two lines of (14) gives the Fierz-Pauli Lagrangian
for a massless spin-2 field in (A)dS. For µ = 0 one obtains a
description of a partially-massless spin-2 field in dS in terms
of the Stueckelberg coupling of the Fierz-Pauli and Proca La-
grangians. The field Aa can be gauged away using ξ
a, and the
resulting action is invariant under
δh(a|b) = 1λ
(
∇(a∇b)ǫ + λ2gabǫ
)
. (15)
In this context, the partially-massless gauge symmetry thus
follows because gauge transformations (5a) and (6) with
∇aǫ − m ξa = 0 preserve the gauge fixing Aa = 0 .
4. Magnetic reduction
4.1. Massless case
When m = 0 the fields of spin one and zero decouple and one
can consider the parent Lagrangian
L0[h, Y] = L(2)[h, Y] − (n−2)σλ
2
2
(
ha|bhb|a − h2
)
, (16)
with L(2) given in (11). Its gauge symmetries are obtained by
setting m = 0 in (5a) and (10). Contrary to flat space [4] (where
it enters the action linearly), in (A)dS the linearised vielbein is
an auxiliary field thanks to the mass term in (16): it can thus be
eliminated through its own equation of motion [5]. This leads
to an action depending only on the traceless projection of Ybc|a :
Yˆbc|a = Ybc|a + 2n−1 e¯a
[bYc]d|d . (17)
After the elimination of ha|b , the trace of Ybc|a indeed con-
tributes to the action only via a boundary term, consistently with
the shift symmetry generated by ξa in (10), which is still present
for m = 0 . One can cast the resulting Lagrangian in the form
L0[Y] = σ2(n−2)λ2
[
∇a Yˆcd|b ∇c Yˆab|d + σλ2Yˆbc|a Yˆba|c
]
, (18)
in agreement with the result obtained by eliminating the viel-
bein from the linearised McDowell-Mansouri action [10].
Introducing the Hodge dual Ta[n−2]|b = 12 ǫa[n−2]cd Yˆ
cd|
b (which
satisfies ǫa[n−2]bcTa[n−2]|b = 0 on account of Yˆab|b = 0 ), one
obtains a dual description of a massless graviton in (A)dSn . The
field T , however, has the same structure as a massive graviton
in flat space [1]; when λ = 0 , the dual of a massless spin-two
field is instead a GL(n) Young-projected2 [n − 3, 1] field [2–4].
As discussed in [10], the different nature of the dual graviton
in (A)dS and flat space can be explained as follows: massless
mixed-symmetry fields display less gauge symmetries in (A)dS
than in flat space. This is the Brink-Metsaev-Vasiliev (BMV)
mechanism conjectured in [37], proved for AdSn in [38–40] and
for dSn in [41]. It is also discussed in [42] from the point of
view of reducibility conditions. As a result, in the flat limit,
mixed-symmetry gauge fields decompose in multiplets of gauge
fields. In this case, in the limit λ → 0 the field T decomposes
into a “proper” [n−3, 1] dual graviton plus an additional field of
type [n− 2, 1] that does not carry any local degrees of freedom.
See [10, 43] for further comments on the role of the field T .
This phenomenon can be described by introducing a suitable
set of Stueckelberg fields. In the current example, following
[44] one can introduce a new field, antisymmetric in its first
three indices and traceless, implementing the shift
Yˆbc|a → Yˆbc|a + 1λ ∇dWbcd|a , Wabc|c ≡ 0 , (19)
either in the parent action (16) or in (17). This leads to the
Lagrangian
L0[Y,W] = 1λ2
[
1
2
∇cWabc|d∇eWdbe|a + λ Yˆab|c∇eWcbe|a
+
σ
2(n−2) ∇bYˆab|c∇dYˆcd|a + λ
2
2
Yˆab|cYˆac|b
]
,
(20)
that is invariant up to total derivatives under3
δYˆbc|a = ∇dζbcd|a+∇aΛbc+ 2n−1 e¯a[b∇dΛc]d+ (n−3)λσ χbca , (21)
δWbcd|a = ∇eυbcde|a + ∇aχbcd − 3n−2 e¯a[b∇eχcd]e − λ ζbcd|a . (22)
Note that the new field can be gauged away using the shift
symmetry generated by the traceless ζbcd|a, while it also brings
its own differential symmetries generated by υbcde|a (which is
traceless and antisymmetric in the first four indices) and by the
fully antisymmetric χabc .
Introducing the Hodge dual Ca[n−3]|b = 13!ǫa[n−3]cdeW
cde|
b
(that is a GL(n) Young-projected [n − 3, 1] field, since Wcde|b
is traceless) and denoting C′a[n−4] = Ca[n−4]b|b together with
T ′a[n−3] = Ta[n−3]b|b , one obtains the dual Lagrangian
L0[C, T ] = − 12λ2(n−3)!
[
L[C] + L̂cross + σ(n−2)2I[T ]
]
, (23)
where (denoting antisymmetrisations with repeated indices)
L[C] = ∇aCc[n−3]|b ∇aCc[n−3]|b − ∇aCb[n−3]|a ∇cCb[n−3]|c (24)
− (n − 3)
[
∇aC′b[n−4] ∇aC′b[n−4] + ∇bCab[n−4]|c ∇aCb[n−3]|c
− 2(−1)n∇aCb[n−3]|a ∇bC′b[n−4] − (n − 4)∇bC′cb[n−5] ∇cC′b[n−4]
]
,
2Two-column, GL(n)-irreducible fields are denoted by [p, q], where p and q
stand for the lengths of the first and second column of the corresponding Young
tableau, respectively.
3If one implements the Stueckelberg shift (19) already in the parent action
(16), the vielbein acquires the new transformation δχh
a|b
=
n−3
(n−2)λ ∇cχabc .
3
L̂cross = 2λ
[
Ta[n−3]b|c ∇bCa[n−3]|c − T ′a[n−3] ∇bCa[n−3]|b
+ (−1)n(n − 3) T ′a[n−3] ∇aC′a[n−4]
]
,
(25)
and
I[T ] = L[T ] + σ(n − 2)λ2 ×
×
[
T a[n−2]|bTa[n−2]|b − (n − 2)T ′a[n−3]T ′a[n−3]
]
.
(26)
The expression for L[T ] is obtained from L[C] in (24) by re-
placing everywhere in the latter expression the symbols C and
n by T and n + 1 , respectively.
Lagrangian (23) is invariant, up to total derivatives, under
δTa[n−2]|b = (−1)n−1(n − 2)
[
∇aζ˜a[n−3]|b + (n − 3)σλ gbaχ˜a[n−3]
+
(−1)n−1
n−1
(
∇bΛ˜a[n−2] + (−1)n−1∇aΛ˜a[n−3]b
) ]
, (27)
δCa[n−3]|b = (−1)n−1(n − 3)∇aυ˜a[n−4]|b − λ ζ˜a[n−3]|b
+
n−3
n−2
(∇bχ˜a[n−3] + (−1)n∇aχ˜a[n−4]b) , (28)
where the parameters ζ˜a[n−3]|b, Λ˜a[n−2] , υ˜a[n−4]|b and χ˜a[n−3] are
the Hodge duals of those entering the transformations (21) and
(22) (the dualisation always involves only the group of antisym-
metrised indices). In the limit λ → 0 the field T decouples and
does not propagate any degrees of freedom, while one retains
the gauge field Ca[n−3]|b , the dual graviton in flat space [4].
In a spacetime of any dimension D > n, the action (23) —
featuring one of the two possible BMV couples of fields includ-
ing Ta[n−2]|b —would give a non-unitary propagation in dS. This
is manifested by the σ-dependent relative sign between the ki-
netic terms that we obtained. In this specific case, the relative
sign is irrelevant because Y is a topological field in flat space
and, indeed, the massless theory is unitary for any value of the
cosmological constant.
4.2. Partially-massless case
Partially-massless spin-2 fields exist for any non-vanishing
values of the cosmological constant, although they are unitary
only in dS [45]. To exhibit these facts, in this subsection we
slightly modify our conventions, multiplyingL(1) by −σ . With
this choice the factor σ in (8) is replaced by −1, so that one can
reach the point µ = 0 in both dS and AdS. This leads to the
parent Lagrangian
LPM[h, Y, A, F] = ha|b Ca|b + σm˜ Aa∇b Cb|a
− 1
2
(
Ybc|aYab|c + 1n−2 Y
ab|
bYac|c
)
− σ
4
FabF
ab ,
(29)
where we defined
Ca|b = ∇cYac|b − m˜ Fab , m˜ = ± λ
√
n − 2
2
. (30)
In the conventions adopted in this subsection, the gauge sym-
metries of the action are
δha|b = ∇aξb + Λab + 2m˜n−2 e¯ab ǫ , (31)
δYbc|a = ∇aΛbc + 2 e¯a[b∇dΛc]d , (32)
δAa = ∇aǫ + σ m˜ ξa , (33)
δFab = − 2σ m˜Λab . (34)
In (29) we stressed that the fields ha|b and Aa are both La-
grange multipliers when µ = 0 (although the constraint im-
posed by the latter field is not independent). The analysis of
the partially-massless case therefore follows closely that of a
massless graviton in flat space [4], rather than those presented
in sections 4.1 and 4.3. The constraint Ca|b = 0 is solved by
Ybc|a =
1
λ
∇dWbcd|a − σ
2m˜
(
∇aFbc + 2 e¯a[b∇dFc]d
)
, (35)
where Wbcd|a has the same structure as the field introduced in
the Stueckelberg shift (19). In particular, it is traceless. Substi-
tuting (35) in (29), one obtains
LPM[W] = − 1
2λ2
∇dWbcd|a∇eWabe|c
+ ∇a
(
Fab∇cFbc − Fbc∇cFab + 4σm˜λ Fbc∇dWabd|c
)
.
(36)
This Lagrangian actually depends only on the field Wbcd|a: Fab
contributes only via a total derivative consistently with the shift
symmetry (34). It is still invariant under
δWbcd|a = ∇eυbcde|a , (37)
while the other differential symmetry that was present in the
massless case (cf. (22)) is absent.
All gauge symmetries that the fieldWbcd|a and, consequently,
its Hodge dual would display in flat space can be recovered by
implementing the Stueckelberg shift
Wbcd|a → Wbcd|a + m˜
−1
n − 3
(
∇aUbcd − 3n−2 e¯a[b∇eUcd]e
)
. (38)
Substituting in (36) one obtains the Lagrangian
LPM[W,U] = − 12λ2 ∇dWbcd|a∇eWabe|c + σm˜ Uabc∇dWabd|c
− σ
2(n−2)m˜2 ∇cUabc∇dUabd − λ
2
2m˜2
UabcU
abc ,
(39)
which is invariant up to total derivatives under
δWbcd|a = ∇eυbcde|a+∇aχbcd− 3n−2 e¯a[b∇eχcd]e− σλ
2
m˜
ρbcda , (40)
δUabc = ∇dρabcd − (n − 3) m˜χabc . (41)
The contribution in ρ in (40) (that was absent in (22)) is neces-
sary because, contrary to the massless case, the field U does not
enter the action only via its divergence.
As in the massless case, the sign of one of the two kinetic
terms depends on σ. This is consistent with the observation
that, after Hodge dualisation, one obtains a BMV couple of
fields which is unitary only in dS [41]. However, in this case
both fields propagate in the flat limit: the [n−3, 1] dual ofW car-
ries the spin-2 helicities, while the [n − 3] dual of U carries the
spin-1 helicities. Consequently, the sign flip of a kinetic terms
does matter: recovering the BMV couple of fields that is not-
unitary in AdS is just another way to see that partially-massless
fields are not unitary in AdS.
Using the dual field Ca[n−3]|b defined as in the massless case
and introducing the Hodge dual field Aa[n−3] = 13! ǫa[n−3]bcdU
bcd ,
4
the Stueckelberg Lagrangian we obtain for the dual partially
massless spin-2 field in (A)dSn is
LPM = − 12(n−3)!λ2
[
L[C]− 2σλ2
(n−2)m˜2 L[A] + 4σλ
2
m˜
L˜cross
]
, (42)
where L[C] is given in (24),
L[A] = ∇aAb[n−3] ∇aAb[n−3] − (n − 3)∇aAc[n−4]a ∇bAc[n−4]b
+ 3σλ2 Aa[n−3]Aa[n−3] , (43)
and the cross terms are
L˜cross = Aa[n−3]
(
∇bCa[n−3]|b + (−1)n−1(n − 3)∇aC′a[n−2]
)
. (44)
The action is invariant under
δCa[n−3]|b = (−1)n−1(n − 3)
(
∇aυ˜a[n−4]|b − σλ2m˜ gba ρ˜a[n−4]
)
+
n−3
n−2
(∇bχ˜a[n−3] + (−1)n∇aχ˜a[n−4]b) , (45)
δAa[n−3] = (n − 3)
(
(−1)n−1∇aρ˜a[n−4] − m˜ χ˜a[n−3]
)
, (46)
where the parameters υ˜a[n−4]|b, χ˜a[n−3] and ρ˜a[n−4] are the Hodge
duals of those entering the transformations (40) and (41).
4.3. Massive case
We now consider the full Stueckelberg action presented in
section 2. The elimination of the fields ha|b, Aa and ϕ has been
considered in [6, 9]. In the spirit of our discussion of the special
pointsm = 0 and µ = 0, we complement these works by exhibit-
ing a dual description with a smooth massless and flat limit. For
generic values of m, ha|b is an auxiliary field and it can be elimi-
nated through its equation of motion as in section 4.1. The field
Aa is instead a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the constraint
∇bFba − 2mn−2 Yab|b − µ πa = 0 , (47)
which can be solved by expressing πa in terms of the other
fields. The equation of motion of ϕ does not bring any new in-
formation, since it is not independent on account of the Noether
identity associated with the gauge symmetry generated by ǫ .
Substituting the on-shell values of ha|b and πa in the Stueck-
elberg Lagrangian leads to [6]
L[Yˆ , F] = 1
µ2
[
n−1
n−2 ∇bYˆab|c∇dYˆcd|a +
µ2
2
Yˆab|cYˆac|b (48)
+
1
2
∇bFab∇cFac − 2(n−1)mn−2 Fab∇cYˆbc|a +
(
µ2
4
− (n−1)m2
n−2
)
FabF
ab
]
,
where we recall that the parameters m and µ are related by (8).
One can then consider the Hodge duals of the fields Yˆ and F
and obtain a dual theory for a massive graviton in terms of the
Stueckelberg coupling of a massless spin-2 field (accounted by
the [n − 2, 1] dual of Yˆ) with a Proca field (accounted by the
[n − 2] dual of F). Its gauge symmetries are those inherited
from (6) and (10) after dualisation.
In order to obtain a smooth massless and flat limit, one should
introduce two additional fields: the traceless Wbcd|a that we al-
ready encountered in section 4.1 and a 3-form Uabc . This will
allow to recover all Curtright gauge symmetries for the Hodge
dual of Yˆbc|a and the usual gauge symmetry for the massless
(n − 2) -form which is the Hodge dual of Fab . Due to the cou-
pling Fabha|b in (12), introducing the 3-form via a Stueckelberg
shift of Fab would modify the equation of motion for ha|b and,
as a result, it would introduce second-order kinetic terms mix-
ing Uabc with the fully antisymmetric projection of Yab|c . On
the other hand, the shifts
Ybc|a → Ybc|a + 1
µ
∇dWbcd|a − mµ Uabc , (49a)
Fab → Fab + 1
µ
∇cUabc (49b)
do not modify the equation of motion for ha|b and therefore they
cannot introduce anymixed kinetic term. The elimination of the
fields ha|b, Aa and ϕ then proceeds as above and one obtains the
sum of the kinetic terms
K = 1
µ2
[
1
2
∇cWabc|d∇eWdbe|a + n−1n−2 ∇bYˆab|c∇dYˆcd|a
+
1
4
∇cUabc∇dUabd + 12 ∇bFab∇cFac
]
,
(50)
with the cross couplings
L(1)cross = 1µ
[
Yˆab|c∇dWacd|b + mµ Uabc∇dWabd|c
− 2(n−1)m
(n−2)µ Fab∇cYˆbc|a + 12 Fab∇cUabc
] (51)
and mass-like terms
L(2)cross = 12 Yˆab|cYˆac|b + mµ Yˆab|cUabc
− m2
2µ2
UabcUabc +
(
1
4
− (n−1)m2
(n−2)µ2
)
FabFab .
(52)
This Lagrangian is invariant up to total derivatives under the
following gauge transformations:4
δWbcd|a = ∇eυbcde|a + ∇aχbcd − 3n−2 e¯a[b∇eχcd]e
− µ ζbcd|a − m ρbcda , (53)
δYˆbc|a = ∇dζbcd|a + ∇aΛbc + 2n−1 e¯a[b∇dΛc]d
+
(n−3)µ
2(n−1) χ
bc
a − mψbca , (54)
δUabc = ∇dρabcd − µψabc + 2(n−3)mn−2 χabc , (55)
δFab = ∇cψabc + 2mΛab . (56)
The action involving the Hodge duals of the previous fields
now admits a smooth flat and massless limit, in which differ-
ent helicities decouple. The spin-two ones are carried by the
[n − 3, 1] Hodge dual of W (as discussed in section 4.1), while
spin-one and zero helicities are carried, respectively, by the
fully-antisymmetric Hodge duals of U and F . We refrain from
displaying this action explicitly, as it can straightforwardly be
obtained by expressing all fields in terms of their Hodge duals
in (50)–(52). One can also check that the appropriate Curtright
gauge symmetries are recovered from (53)–(56) together with
their gauge-for-gauge symmetries.
4Implementing the shift (49) before the elimination of ha|b etc. from the
parent action does not modify the gauge transformations of Aa, ϕ and π
a. The
variation of ha|b takes instead the same form as in the massless case and acquires
a contribution δχh
a|b
=
n−3
(n−2)µ ∇cχabc.
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